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INTR9ucTIon
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,

'1

A preliminary structural equation model .of comunity

development processes and.hQw they influence,changes in me
A

incbme,ancyncome inequality,is presented. The analysts i

on 61 racially mixed counties of Alabama usingt196, an

data. The model suggests)that-different processes leid to favorable

changes in income distribution in different types of communities.

In urban communities, income distribution patterns are favorably

influenced through, the division of labor, at professional and managerial

levels. In low-income coMmunities manufacturing is the typical path

-to increased median incomes. Middle and'lower-middle class communities

conothic

fan family

performed

0 cenSus

keep pace with the average i4crease in median income and reduce income

*A paper prepared for presentation at. the Annual Meeting of the Rural

Soci logical Society in San'Francisco Hilton, San Francisco,

Cal fornia gust 30 - September 3, 1978.



inpgual. working at more jobs, per family. R cial disparities are
IL 14

----evfdent 1 cases. However, ,regardless of community type, increases
0

in education lead\to" increases in incomes and indirectly to declines

in income inegualiiy. Strategies an action programs relating .

reduOtion and schools, to rural community deVelopment programs are

:! The first section of the repott discusses the theoretical model
4f

explaining changes in income and incomp inequality. Second an

test of the model is presented,empirical

)
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THEORETICAL MODEL

The objective of his paper is to construct .a preliminary model of

the change process for edian income and income,inequality. Here; census'

data for 1960 and 1970 have been used to construct a model of income

and income inequality or 61 racially mixed counties in Alabama. The

model relates basic economic development processes as mediated by

changes in the racial domposition of the labor force to the rates of_

change in the income indicators. In the following sections; the

construction and analysis of this model will be described.

Income Distribution Indicators

The overall performance of a state's economy is commonly evaluated

'in terms of increases in the median family income. It is poSIsible that

median family income would increase due to-the increase in income of..

only those families at the median or above while family income beim,/

the median fails to. increase. This set of circumstances would result

in greater income inequality within an economy. Therefore, in addition
4p

to median income, an indicator..of income inequality should be monitored.

A Gini Index of Income Inequality is commonly used for this purpose

(MOrgan, 1962; U.S. Census, 1967). Also'income figures are normally

adjusted for increases in the cost of living to yield a measure of

"real income." These data have the disadvantage of not being collected

routinely at
)
local county levels. Therefore, in this study-ft is

%assumed that inflation, and decline in the value of the dollar, is
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constant from county'to county.

( For thp PurPese of *examining the development process,the rate of

change in median income between 1960 and 1970 (AMI) is calculated. 'The.
e

average 10-year rate of increase in median family income for Alabama

counties. was 106.3 percent compared with 81.9 percent increase for the

U.S. ,Of course the 1960 median 'income (MI60)inAlabama started at a,

much lower base of $3,937 Compared with the U.S. base of $5,421.in *MO.

Also in this study, the Gini Index. of Income Inequality was

computed fOr'all counties in 1960 and 1970 and the.rate'of change was:-

calculated (AM)'. For Alabama Oounties>.,on the average, AII declined.

9.5'percent.

The standard deitiotions along Alabama counties for.af and AM,

were '4.52 and 26.44 perOeht reispeCtively. This suggest-that there is

considerable. variation in the'success of-tmplementing the development

Hprocess across Alabama.

effects of the.hYpothes

.

The model is designed to,estimate'the relative

ized causes of this variation.
.

. .

Indicators of Economic Activity

Increasingimedian income and declining income inequality

according to/theory (k9inetse1955;lewis, 1955), occur simultaneously

as an economy develops.1 'Low-income economies are typified by

concentrations of income in:the hands, of a few.\ Once incomes have

concentrated sufficientlY,'-.11 the few will seek out new. investment Oppor-

.tunities.to capitalize on the availability of relatively low -cost labor.

Thus, manufacturingactivit usually increases. The rate of change in

the percent nt of the labor force ,employed in manufacturing between 1960

and 1970 (APINF) is:expected to increase most rapidly phereMI66"was,low

5 ;
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and ,II60 was .high ' In- turn 'AMNF is expected to have a 'positive effect

-,
. ,

on-A4i- and '-indirett13; lead to'a declint in AII. There is also ,the

,

possibility that-certain types of 1 ow-w4e manufacturiyg lead. to ;,

.

explaitation 1..7..:n unileremployed blacjc labor force a d thus, indiredtTy,

to. an-increaSe in income inequality (See Wilcox, 1977 for a summary of
.. o,

..theories Of explloitation).

Oevelaptilent in the adMinistra ve, Ansi ness: and financial ector
.

is, not idependent upon a low-wage labor force: It s more likely that such

econnic activity thrives on higher 'wages. Nigher income 'communities
A

attract more professionals (centers of government; federal ipstitutians,
./ 1/4 ,----:,'-

universittes, etc)'. In turn, more professionalizatim typically leads.,

to increased- specialization an

k..

division of labor and, he employment of

,more managerialAills. Admin strative and business activity, typioatl
7

the domain of white males as oppoieCto women or black$, may then be

expected to lead to the employment of more whites pales (daymOnt, 1 77).

Only to the extent that black.capitalism and political influence has

taken root would this structural effect be expected to decline' (Wilcox,
..-

1977): In turn, more e
\
mployment due to manufacturing or specialization

of services would lead to increased median incbme, AMI: To` make the

circle complete, higher incomes should lead to more business investment

and more managers. As in the case of Manufactiking, deitelopMent of the

administrative and busiims s. sectors, is expected to lead to increasing

incomes, AMI; and to a, decline in income inequality, AII.

While trla nufa cturi ng employment is expected to grow.most rapdi ly. i n
I ,, . .

the lowLincome comMunities and managerial employment,most rapidly in

the professional and urban crunities, rabor force participation Asj

.more likely to imcreaseHn middle or lower-middle class communities.

.



These communities have largerproportions of working women and f'amilies

with two ormore jobs. Mile they have to work;.moee hours per family,

tcOmmunities which increase their participation in the labor force are

\
likely to reduce income inequality {Sale, 1972). Labor force partici-

pation may also, be increasing more rapidly-in predomfnantly white

-communiti, Historically, black families have had a greater propor-
Ai

.tion of Multipleearneri than white families. In recent years this

propOtion.has been declining (Census; 1974).'

Tracing the expected influence of community racial composition is

perhaps the most complex meChahtsm in the.analysis-of the change of

income distribution during the 19606. Females reg

tended to be employed in lower.or lower-middle/income positions. Thus
4 A i

'the bigge'si-differences should be observed between employment sta

of black and white males". tIf' we observe only the difference betwee

4'
the proportions of employed males which are white in:1960 and TO,

..

except for a reversal of signs (4:lo - or visa versa), it is exactly,

the same as for the employed males which ale black Such an absolute

difference score does not reflect .the change in b1ck or white male

ace still

employmentrelative to its original proportion. However, .when the

difference scores with, their1'espective signs (4. or -) are divided bye"

the proportions for th,races respectively, two variables are.derived:
. -

ne reflects `the relatjye change in the black share of male employment

618E) and thd other mirrors change in the white share of male employment

OWE). The magnitude of*tlese_ariables is largely due to,a uniformly

rapid out migration of black males from the rural,South. A second'

(det inane is 'the more variable but significant inmigration of
. ,

technically-skilled white males. -Communities with a 'proportionateiy



r
large black-male labor f ce-in 1960 would be expected' to show an

increasekin the white-male share (AMWE) even though the total labor

force may_have declined. In turn, A MBE would be expected to have a

Positive regression effect'upon A II, i.e., as MBE' decreases, II also

decreases. In the tradition of low-average wages for black males, it

Nis also, eXpected that MBE would he negatively associated with MI.

.
Thud both the direct effect and the indinecti.effect of MBE Upori.AII

,

would be positive.
-7

4

It should be acknowledged in the model that any variation in the

Changing proportions of,households headed by females would have a direct

itive effect upon income inequality computations based' on )family

(Wheelock, 1974).

Finally, past investments of the community in providing 'a high

school education for its population' should have a positive impact' upon

median in&tme (AMI).and thus indirectly contributcto
ay

cline in

income inequality (LII). Perhaps the 'variable -Which comes closest to

1

being manipulated by policy is the pevent with .a high school education.

Even when sex, age, and race d,iffere es are, talien into account; the

effect of education upon increasing income holds (Glick and Miller,

1956; Miller,: 1966; Aigner and Heins, 1967).

THE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATION MODEL \.
1".

The model used to:describe t -complex interrelationships that

obtain between components of the changing ecoriomland the income
7._

g

distritsution process consists f a system of' simultaneous equations.

Such a set of equations can b used to determine the response of ineve
ck



°inicators to changeg in of the changinvconomy-such as

inttreases in educaiion,manufacturing or business activity.'

Day i)n 61 Alabama countiekfuith a black population of 400 or

e in 1970 from the U. S. Bureau °fettle Census (1961 and 19714 have.

I '
been Used to estimate the parameters of this model.

,

4

Endogenous Variables

.,.___,. .
. .

The model accounts for variations, in a set cifendogenous variables

that characterize economic devefOlimenf and" ncome distribution process:

The'social and demographic variables used to model the economic
,

.

. . . t N,
development process are a Gini Indek of Income Inequality in 1960

, ,

(1160); change in labor-force participation (APLF)measured by the 10-

year aggregate rate of change in the percent of all peescins 16 years

and older, who. are in'thelabor force;iffa fLcturing (AMNF) measured
.

.

).-

as the rate of Alange in the percept of a 1 employed ininduitry,
1 ,.

whO are in manufacturing; managers (AMNG measured by the eate:of change

ftr. the percent o 11 eeporeing,oCcupations, whose reported occupation e,

falit.inio the nsus category/of managers and administrators except. 4 16

farm; and finally, thO/hite share-of male employmen (AWE) and the q,

t
,

/

black share of male employment,(Anii) as describe&a".

The income:distribution.yariableare'the percent change in Median /
7

I
4

income 1960 to 1970 (AMI) yd the percentage change in the Gini

Index of Income Inequality, 1960 to 1970 (AII).

a.

4,
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Predetermined variables consist of-exogenous.variables. They

include -the median f ily,income of 1960 (MI60); the proportion of the,

male labOr force'whic was black in 1960 (4160)1 preessionals (APR)

,measuredby the rate Of changelin the propoetion of the labor for-6e
-

composed of professionals; high.school education (ARSE) measured,,as the

..._rate of change in the proPPrtion of the population 25 yeari or over who

have completed 12 or more years of education; and female headed

families indexed by the rate of change in the1 proportion of families

headed by a sitgle-parent (OPF).uT blegl 'bows the interrelations.

among'the.two sets variables.
'Mt

The structural model is graphicdlly represented in Figure 1.
l,

Identif' Ration of the Model

This model,is identifiedv described by Anderson (1973, 289)..
1

Before estimating the parameters of the
stiVctural equations, it is necessary to detaiine
,whether or not a sufficient number of constraints
have been imposed on the set of equapots SQ that
the parameters can be identified. Otherwise there
will be an infinite nambe of sets of parameter
wilues that are compatible with both the data and
the restrictions, and_the structure of the model'
cannot be determined (Christ, 1966). In the type
of madel presented here, where the only constraints
'imposed are that certain variables dO not appear
in certain qquations used' to predict 1.731.ties of the
endogenous'4ariables, Fisher (1966) provides a
means of dettrmining Whether or not each equation
is identified. An equation is identified if t
number of variables equal to one less than the
total nuNper of:equations is exclu d from that/ ro

equation.'

41)

.$1 \

10
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TRale'Repleyed.ilack 1960

, .

Table 13 Means, Ilta`ndaid'bevlaiiens, and Pearennian r Correlation Metrie for
Rates of Chani6Vin Labor force Structute and IDCOMO Distribution u

(61 Alabama counties) . --

8 NelefactuOing Loplormat

Ose tamest tamiltai

A Nigh Reboot. Educations

A Pirtle. In% labor Perces

Total Populatilite

naisageriala Labor Pores

Nto 8Nale Mite Taployment 1

A Sale ,Slack Deployment 11

a mat= incase 12

A Income Inequality's

K160
.

1160 S10160 taw mrt east

i3.0a1 0.44,3 211.8 14. 24.6 45.7

473- ::046 ' 10.2 26 1 2 14.6 '12.8

1.00 -4.80 .59 -. .05 116

5 .58. .97

1 ...26 -.09

1.00 ...T07 .04

1700" .06

1.00

'Median family income. Genius of Populat 1960 ($d00)

2Clni Index' of Income Inequality basedon960 inc.o-m distilbutIOn

sl'ercent.of Male Zaployment which la black 1960d

4

au ( an.- AMC mate mace era at!

2.17 2.58 . 16A 9.93 '717.1 106. -4.49

9.33 16.07-' ,35.1 14.12 10.3 26.4 4:51

' .22,, .58 -.35 -.54 -..04 .113 .15

-.52\ .33 .72 ' .4.14 .77 -.33

.29 .78 -.03 :49 7.03

.25 .30 .35 .48 -.07

.21 -.Oil .09 -.29 . ..1.1'' -1,.07 ". .32

.27 .12 ' .24 .10 -.11 '0.39 -.13

1.00 .41 -.42' ...42 ,06 --SA' -.19

1.00 -.17 -.35 -.24....22

1.00 .42 .17 .47 .14,`,
1.00 -.29 .55 -.147

1.00 -.20 .35

1.00 442

-.
--.48

L

-.11 ' -.62,

-.51

1.00

4Chaage in' the pereantages of the, total eeplOyed labor force engaged in manUfacturing 1960-1970

'Change in the posceni"Of families with 41; permit 19607-71
.

.1
.6fercant change in the proportigti ofthe pOpulitle-O 25 and.overwith-a high school education, 1960.770.

'Percent chant. in the Proporti4 16 and over inthe,labor:forct, 1,60-70.
/

)
11Percentage.Chenge in the total population, 1960-70

'Percent change In'the proportion of the labor force designated as managerial level, 1960-70.-

"Change in the percent of aril employment which is white, 1960-70. .

-"Change in the percent of sale eaployaent which le black. 1960770

12Prcallt change in radian family incoaa.1960-70.

',''Percent thanes in the Cirri Index of fsaily Into inequality, 1960-70.
. -

0.2ix (6) Alabama counties had fewer than 400 b aci population in 1960 and 1970
and are not 'included in the analysis.
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FIGURE 11: STRUCTURAL EGUATION:MODr GP' THE CHANGE PROCE8

FOR INCOME AND. Nana .INEQUALITY
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in 'the present model an equation" is identified if seven variablei

are excluded from the equation. Inspection of equations (1) through

(8) that appear in 'the section,on'structural equations indicates that

all o(these equations are identified.
4

Estimation and Interpretation of Model. Parameters

A two -stage least square technique has been used to estimate

parameters of the modelsince ordinary least squares would 'provide
- .

-parameter estiMates.that are both biased and inconsistent (Johnston,

- T963; Goldberger, 1964).- In the first stage-of this method; each.
Is

endogenous variable is regressed on all of the predetermined variables
,

using,ordinaryleast squares In the first- stage, an-additional

(N
predetermined variable was used to estimate the endogenous variables

included ;in. -the model., This variable was the 10-year rate of change

iy.tht,total poptilation. Fisher (1971) and Heins (1975) discuss the

merits of this approach' and Anderso (197$) illustrainestit use.

Next Observed values of the predeterMined variables are substituted

into these equations in order,to estimate the values' of the endogenous

variables. In the second stage, the parameters of the original set of

structural equations are estimated by,ordinary least squares using

the.preacted values of the' endogenous variables and observed values

of the. predetermined variables as independent variables. Coefficients
-,

estimatedIty\this two stage procedure' are still Wased but are,
o

consistent and more efficient than the values that would have been

st.

13
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N

obtained using the ordinary least squares technique (Johnston, 1963;

Goldberger, 1964). .15;se of thp predetermineTiariables'and all

seven of the endOgenouS variables(Figure 1) are measures of chanee

for 10-year intervals exprested
/'

in percentages,. Therefore, these .

2
pdrameter estimates maybe interpreted'as partial elasticities,

)

e.g.., for. every percent change in X, Y changes 11 xY.zpercent..

These parameter's have the advantage of being,unit free. However,

unlike the elasticities derived for,the log -log model used

frequently in economics(Coleman, 1968; Hanushek and Jackson 1977:

7998)e the partial elasticities presented 'here are by nature of

their computatlon constant for all values of the variables

Parameter estimates for the structural equations obtained by using

this fl;&d are presented in the next section.

The Structural Equations

.t 2

An equation is written for each endogenous variable included in

the model. The coef'ficient-indicates the direct effect that an

independent variable has on a dependent endogenous variable with the

. 1

effect of all other variables appearing in,that equation controlled

(Suits, 1962). For example, income inequality in 1960is considered

to be affected by,both median family income and racial .composition

of the labor force in 1960. The equation then is:

(1) 1160 - .494 - .026 14160 + .001 BH60
(-6.90 (5.36)

O

14

.75
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the num4ert Shown in parentheses, are t-valUes for the regression

coefficients. :They indicate the multiple by which the regression

coefficient,exceeds. the standard error. The squared multiple correla-

r

tion coefffcient is showmbeloW the equation. It is adjusted for'

degrees of freedom and-represents the proportion of the variancein

the dependent variable explained by fhe model. The R2 presented

here for two stage least squares equations is analogous to the R2

for. ordinary least squares` Hanushekcand JaCkson,' 1977:269).

The sign of the 'coefficient for median income is 'negative as
0 .

.

expected. In additioh,

force which is black is

the sign:for the proportion,* the male labor

strongly positive. This reflects the ,

disproportionately low wages paid to blacks' in agriculture and

manufacturing in 1960 {Sale, 1972; U. Se Bureau of 'ihe-Census, 1967).

The second structural ,equation tests the hypothesis,that manufac-

turek seek out low-income-labor forces'or communities with high

income inequality (a few wealthy entrepreneurs and a large low-incolv

:labor force). The positive sign f the co for income

inequality and the negative - a ir median income support the

hypothesis.

(2) AMNF gm -17.54 + 152.6 1160 - 11.61 M160
(1.00) (6.37)

R2 ... .40

As indicated by the t-values the standard 4or for 1160 is more

than half as large as the regression coefficient. This is to be

expected as income inequality and median income are highly, but

negatively correlated (-.80, Table 1). In spit of thii evidence of

multicollinearity, the ,signi are as expected an the fit is reasonable

with an adjusted R2 of .40.

1

15.
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Increases 'irk labor force partiCipation, usually in the forhrof.

' wprkingwomen,and families With two or more jobs,. are eAiected outside':
. -

the highly,professiOnalized:CommUnities and the predominately black I.

-econamiet. Both coefficients are negative.anemore than twice their ,

r a
. .

..standard errors. The hypotheses are supported:

(3) APLF =-11.47 BM60 '--;183 APR
(-2.91) (6.09),

.51

The increase.in management and administrative occupations is a function

of a more specialized division of labor which follows professionalization
01,0

,of business and government services. Also specialization ofthe

.management function is enhanced when the median income of,the community

can support and demand more specialized professional services. As

hypothesized both signs are positive and the coe/ficients are more than

twice the size of their standard errors.

(4) AMC = -44.1 + .42 OM + .44 APR
(2.69) (4.24)

R .38

Thcreases in the white shareof male employment is largely a
a.

'function of ,the out-migration of black males from the. rural SouthdurOnq

the 1960s. At the :same time,. agenctes,.institutions, and.businesses

have attracted .managerial skills priMarilymhite maleSsi from other,,

regions.. The,cOeffjcients for both of these variables arer positive

(+) in sign as hypothesized. As a means of defining the joint
.

conditional probabilities distributions of MBE and AMWE, the former

is alio included in the equation,-(Strotz and Mold, 1971) . As

expected AMBE has a negative,:coefficient, -.376. The dgilation (5).'

accounts. for 6 percent of the variation in the changeiA the whiteI,.
T5

share of male employment...

16
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7
/

eases in the proportion of male employment which is black is.

certain to b negatively relatedto'the corktponding white} atio..

f eThi, simplel inear correlatiowill be less than perfect except for the
. t

,

I cast it) which each county started 'with an equal 50 percent black and

whitemale employment ratio. The black male employment ratio is,also

likely to increase with the'increate:in:manufacturingetployment as

'Tong as there is a surplus of loW-wage black male labor.

(5) AMWE r13,02 + .11 AMN9 - 376 AMBE .51 BM60
.87) (8.36)(1.89)<

(6) = -20.2 - .28 AMWE + .22 AMNF + .11 4OPF
(-2.10) (2.93) (1.28)

R2= .28

Finally, it may be expected that a welfare system which makes it

.68

more:rewarding economically for low-income families to maintain

separate residences for the women,and childrenson the'one hand and for

the men on the other will lead to a,positive relationship between the

#

increase in the proportion of one parent families and the proportion of

low-paid males (in this case.black males) in the labor force.

The signs for the coeffiCients of-these three variables (6) Fare

all as hypothesized but the standard errors are relatively large,

particularly for the one parent family variable. It
/
is likely that

,s0me non=linear fit of the AMIE variable would'increase the 1/2 from its

relatively low 28 percent...

Contribution& to the increase of median family income are expectedF

-from increases in education and manufacturing while :aolegative sign is

expected for the bliek male employinent share variable. Thete hypotheses
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are supported. HOwever,the 112 is onlyA03.- It should be. observed

that the coefficients for AMNEand aMBE'are extraordinarily large and

n opposite directions. This is a sign of mu"

in this 2SLS solution.
e

ticollinearity, at least

4

(7) + 1.17 age 2.57 AMBE
(5.6j) 3.43) .

+.' .476 ARSE

(1.72)

1 = .003

An alternative equation (7a) includei MI60 as an explanator ariable

in the place of aMNF"./ In effectrinclusion of MI60 represen

control for the starting point in measuring the dependent variable,

MI. For each additional one thousand dollars median income in1960,
. .

a county's, aMI increased at a rate equal to 22.63 percentage

slower. Typically, counties with.high median incomes will-increase

at slower ratio than counties starting vith'low median incomes.

This, is true even though the actual dollar gap may be widening. The

interesting observation in this rigorously controlled equation is

(7a) AMI ... 154.91 - 1.04 AMBE + ARSE - 22.63 N160
(- 2.89) (1.47) (- 10.78)

A? .70

that the coefficients for MBE is still a negative 1.04,and aHSE is

a positive .0#6. A significant factor leading to increasing. median

family incomes'has been\the relative decline of male black employment.

Less significant but neverthelesc positive is the effect of an

increasingproportion of high school educated adults upoWtrdian

famil4

y incOme.

18



It should;he observed that in both (7) and (7a) increases im

management and white male employment shares are acting indirectly

thkrugh dedeases in, black male employment, shares to cause ans4noease

in median incomA Note that _the product of the sinns on the path from

managers to median income is positive (Figure. 1).

The major contribupr to the deOne in income inequality is

expected tebe 'an.imcrease in median income fol4oWed by inireaset in

labor force parilcipation rates. Indeed both.ofthese coefficientsrdo;_.,

dve negativertignSand their COefficienii are larger than twig ,their.

standard errors. the labor force partici4tion.Veiable.is relatively

stronger than expected_ suggesting that in themiddle and lower-middle

Oast communities more and motel families are trying to keep I with the
,

verage,;iFrease in mejian family incomq by holdin everal jobs.

= -3.54 + .15 MBE - .158 APLF - 047'AMI
, * (1.32) (-2.27) -(-2.20)

+ .08 AOPF
-(1.90)

11.2 = .30

s expetted,cnange in the proportion of one patent families has

a pOSitiiie regression effect upon change in income' inequality. Also

the siw:for change V) the male blaCk employment share is positive:.

BUt, considering its +.33.pro,order correlation' with change in income

lnegkelity, the direct,effectis much smaller than:mould be expected.

The. several positive indirect effects.in the model, e.g., via Ai. Pr .

,tOPF, apparently account for this unexpected finding.

19
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, CONCLUSIONS.

This model is of very littfe hell) in suggesting Ww great

in. median family income or greater declineg in income inequality can

be brought *tit. This is because mostito -the variables `are knot

directly manipulable by policy. As a tool to monitor our progress

toward these goals, however,.the model it useful7J'For example,-as the

black and white male labor force &comes
T
more integrated, the)

o

significant direct. effects bf thes yariables upon change in median

income (Equation, 7)

effect from AMNG to

effe5t via AMWE and

will fade. This will leave a negatte direct

AII ip place of; the current negative indirect

) N
AMBE. (In Tigure(1 note that the product of the

signs linking these variable is negative). Similarly, itelth.a fading

*.of theeffects of racial labor force shire variables, AMN0 will be

left with a positive directlifeedback effect upon AMI instead of the*.

current Asitive indirect effect via AMWE. With continued progress

in integration this model posits a central role for managers.

Similarly, other structural changes can be observed.

Also, further refinement of this model will be useful. Computation

of the reduced form equations, for example, will allow the expression

of each endp5genous variable as functions 'of thepredetermined variables

included in the model. The coefficients can be interpreted'as

measuring the coMbinedirect and indirect effect of. each predetermined

.variable on theendogeno variable all-owing for adjustments imother

-endogenous variables (Anderson, 1973; Suits, 1962).

With the 1980 Census at hand and a wealth of comparable data for,4

all states, a two decade study 6f economic and social development

20
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following the civil rights movement is n eded both to refine bur Models

of what has been 'achieved and to chart ourprogress objectively,
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